Studies on cognitive and dynamic brain responses to mono-stimulation in human.
Researchers have used primate animals to investigate brain functions at neuron level or even every different level and have achieved a lot progresses and results. However, none of them involved people in their entirety and few studied the dynamics of unfolding brain function as the whole under the life condition of people. Hence people still don't understand well how their cognitive process is completed. We isolated the relatively independent visual system from the complex human body and studied its linkage to cognition. Therefore, by linking stereopsis and cognition this paper studies the cognitive and dynamic response to external mono-stimuli using the electrophysiological method. Investigators directly took part in the entire experimental processes as volunteers. They were able to experience the details of complete cognitive response produced by external stimuli and sense the formation of stable cognition with robustness through personal understanding. The results showed that cognition is a dynamic process of multiple factors. In particular, a new N2 waveform of cognitive characteristics is found to respond to a single stimulus at the advance visual cortex and this N2 waveform is also verified by computing its nonlinear complexity. Differences between dynamic responses to red-blue stereogram pair (RBSGP) and black-white one luminance had response waveforms differed considerably. And the time delay of the peak-to-peak N2 wave in the cognitive dynamic response to the onset of red-blue contrast was greater than the time delay of corresponding N2 peak-to-peak in the response to black-white contrast. Furthermore, our result concurs with the latest advance by A. Anzai in the research of neuron cellular physiology.